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• Pressured by the disappointing macroeconomic data releases and the dovish tone seen in the

FOMC Minutes, the US Dollar suffered heavy losses against its rivals with the US Dollar

Index (DXY losing nearly 1% on Wednesday. The DXY stays on the back foot early Thursday

and continues to edge lower despite thin holiday trading.

• Bond and stock markets in the US will be closed in observance of the Thanksgiving Day

holiday. The European economic docket will feature IFO sentiment surveys and the European

Central Bank will publish the Monetary Policy Meeting Accounts.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD capitalized on the broad-based selling pressure surrounding the US Dollar and

climbed to a fresh weekly high above 1.0400. The pair continues to edge higher toward

1.0450 early Thursday.

 EUR/USD was supported by uptrend line and has broken the resistance of 1.035. For

more upside, bulls need to surpass the Nov high at 1.0480, which will send the pair to

1.0600 and long-term uptrend line. On the contrary, bears can take control if the major

plunge below the uptrend line and the support of 1.0350. This will drive the pair towards

1.0200.
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 The United Kingdom’s (UK) Prime Minister (PM) turned down expectations of having a

soft corner for the European Union (EU), especially due to Chancellor Jeremy Hunt’s

secret wish. Even so, the Financial Times (FT) said, “Rishi Sunak is under pressure from

a broad alliance of British business, legal, worker and environmental groups to drop

controversial plans to automatically strip swaths of EU-derived law from the British

statute book by the end of next year.” It should be noted that the British Supreme Court

rejected the Scottish plea to have a fresh referendum for an independent nation.

 GBP/USD has been supported by short-term uptrend line and it has witnessed a strong

upside on Tuesday after violating the strong resistance at 1.2030 on the upside. the bulls

currently aim the level of 1.2260 as a target during the further advances. If the bears

succeed in breaking the support of 1.2030 and short-term uptrend line, they will target the

level of 1.1740 and long-term uptrend line from Sep 26.
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 USD/JPY fell sharply for the second straight day on Wednesday and erased all of its

weekly gains. The pair continues to push lower early Thursday and fluctuates below

139.00

 USD/JPY is under pressure but has stalled just around the support of 139.00, suggesting it

could rise further over the next hours. The next strong resistance is located at 140.500. pair

bulls can lose strength if the asset drops below the level of 139.00, which will drag the pair

towards Nov low at 137.700 and the uptrend line from May 24.
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 Gold price took advantage of falling US Treasury bond yields and closed above $1,750 on

Wednesday. XAU/USD edges higher toward $1,760 in the European morning.

 The Gold rebound from $1,730, followed by a clear upside break of the short-term

downtrend line surrounding $1,750, enables the buyers to aim the level of $1,760 and

followed by the strong resistance of $1,783. Alternatively, the pullback and breaking down

the support of $1,750 can initially aim for $1,730.
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 Wall Street's major indexes closed higher on Wednesday after investor were put in a good

mood after meeting minutes showed that a "substantial majority" of policymakers at the

Federal Reserve's meeting early this month agreed it would "likely soon be appropriate"

to slow the pace of interest rate hikes. While many investors said they were not surprised

by the content of the minutes, they still provided reassurance.

 While portraying the mood, the S&P 500 Futures join firmer Asia-Pacific shares to print

mild gains but the Treasury yields are inactive amid the Thanksgiving celebration in the

US.

 S&P has extended its recovery after overstepping the critical hurdle of $4,000. The next

line of defense for sellers is placed at around $4,100. At that level, the long-term

downtrend line collides. Sellers need to find a strong foothold below the resistance-

turned-support $4,000 to challenge the $3,950 and $3,900.
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